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Linking Ethics and Economics
The Role of Ijtihad in the Regulation and Correction of Capital Markets
Taha J. al-Alwani and Waleed El-Ansary*
ABSTRACT
In Islam, the intellectual effort to make ethical judgements on new issues such as contemporary capital
markets is called ijtihad. It is not one “religious” judgement to be weighed against many, but an “all-thingsconsidered” ethical judgement that takes economic and other factors into account. Ijtihad must therefore be
based on properly utilizing transmitted (naqli) knowledge while integrating it with intellectual (aqli)
knowledge derived from the fundamental Islamic doctrine of Unity (tawhid). Applied to economics, this
doctrine asserts that spiritual ends are necessary for integrated preferences, and that spiritual values are not
reducible to “arational” tastes such as the preference of apples to pears. However, ijtihad on capital markets
is currently frustrated by the abuse of following the authority of previous scholars on one hand, and the
eclipse of the Islamic economic intellectual heritage by secular economic thought that denies the implications
of tawhid. This has inhibited current attempts to create an Islamic economic system in spite of the
knowledge of transmitted sciences such as fiqh. Consequently, an Islamic theory of choice is necessary in
addition to an Islamic theory of welfare to link ethics and economics through ijtihad on capital markets.

I. INTRODUCTIONi
In Islam, the intellectual effort to make ethical judgements on new issues such as contemporary capital
markets is called “ijtihad.” It is a creative but disciplined effort to derive legal rulings for new situations from the
accepted juridical sources of Islam. However, an ethical judgement such as ijtihad is not just one “religious”
judgement “among many, to be weighed against economic, political, and other judgements in deciding how to act.”ii
It is itself an “all-things-considered” judgement based on spiritual principles, taking economic and other factors into
account.
Ijtihad is clearly distinct from taqlid, or following the authority of previous scholars. Such imitation
applies to various types of “transmitted” (naqli) knowledge such as Quranic recitation, Hadith, and Arabic grammar.
As Chittick points out, “Just as you learn to speak a language by imitating those who know the language, so also you
learn the text of the Qur’an and how to say your prayers by imitating those who already know such things.”iii If we
ask “why” concerning this transmitted knowledge, “the answer, for example, is that the Qur’an says what it says, or
that you have to follow the rules of grammar for your speech to be understood.”iv
Simply accepting that others have transmitted knowledge and the right to teach is not sufficient for ijtihad,
however, because the latter is a fresh attempt to apply the Shari‘ah to newly created situations. In fact, ijtihad may
need to incorporate additional information from “intellectual” (naqli) sciences to reach all-things-considered
judgements. Such “intellectual” knowledge is clearly different from transmitted knowledge “because the only way
to learn (the former)... is to understand it... (not) by simply accepting it on the basis of authority.”v We cannot learn
intellectual knowledge such as mathematics, logic, and much of theology simply by taqlid. To gain such
knowledge, we must pose different questions than those in learning transmitted knowledge, such as asking “Why?”
“It makes no sense to say 2 + 2 = 4 on the basis of someone else’s opinion... The goal in intellectual knowledge is
not taqlid, but tahqiq, which can be translated as ‘verification’ or ‘realization.’”vi Thus, taqlid cannot be the basis of
ijtihad in the face of new circumstances, particularly in the analysis of capital markets that requires intellectual
sciences to inform all-things-considered judgements.
Indeed, practically any ijtihad today requires both the transmitted and intellectual sciences. In fact, both
are “essential to the survival of any religion—not only Islam.”vii However, we suggest that authentic ijtihad on
economic policy is currently frustrated by the abuse of taqlid on the one hand, and the domination of secular
neoclassical economic theory on the other. We argue that ijtihad must be based on properly utilizing transmitted
knowledge while integrating it with intellectual knowledge derived from the fundamental Islamic doctrine of Unity
(tawhid). This doctrine is expressed in its most universal manner in the first “testimony” of the Islamic faith, La
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ilaha illa’Llah (there is no god but God). “In all the different schools of thought that have appeared over Islamic
history, one principle has been agreed by everyone... the fact that God is one and that He is the only source of truth
and reality... To think Islamically is to recognize God’s unity and draw the proper consequences from His unity.
Differences of opinion arise concerning the consequences, not the fact that God is one.”viii
The first section of this paper is therefore devoted to defining the appropriate use of transmitted sciences
and methodology for ijtihad, and the following sections are devoted to drawing the consequences of tawhid for
intellectual sciences to inform ijtihad on capital markets. Turning to the first section, we attempt to justify the need
for ijtihad by arguing that it is dangerous to assume that there is no possibility of giving fresh views on the basis of
legal principles and no need to apply the Shari‘ah to newly-created situations. Islam espouses ittiba’, or imitation
based on sound evidence, not blindly following the authority of earlier legal opinions when ijtihad is necessary
because of changed circumstances.
We suggest three essential Islamic principles for ijtihad: 1) tawhid, which implies integration and the interrelatedness of creation; 2) tazkiyah, or purification of the individual and society from evil; and 3) ‘umran, or
building civilization to accomplish the good. We maintain that these self-consistent and interdependent principles
are governing values (al-qiyam al-hakima), and are “robust” for deriving Islamic law. While Revelation is the
source of these principles, intelligence is necessary to apply them, making ijtihad a fundamental part of religion, and
a narrow-minded approach to fiqh dangerous.
In addition, we suggest that ijtihad on economic matters was easier in the past than it is today. Relatively
simple economic situations in the past made it possible for a single mujtahid, or individual qualified to perform
ijtihad, to make all-things-considered judgements without the expertise of others. In today's complex environment
of industrial production and institutional trade, this approach is no longer possible. Early fatawa dealt with
relatively simple economic situations in which exchange was more individual than institutional, and production was
more agricultural than industrial. Because questions about just and unjust transactions were simpler, the faqih did
not need the expertise of others and could make all-things-considered deliberations alone. We believe that this is
extremely difficult today since the knowledge required to deal with the complex environment is enormous, requiring
specialized investigation in several areas. Thus, the need for teams of specialists to combine their expertise in
different areas requires a “collective ijtihad” to match a more complex environment, integrating both transmitted
and intellectual knowledge.
The following sections of the paper are therefore devoted to aqli knowledge in the analysis of capital
markets. Applied to economic theory, we argue that tawhid implies that man can only be truly integrated around a
Sacred Center. Indeed, tawhid has a verbal meaning in this context as the act of uniting or integrating all of life
around the Sovereign Good. For the Muslim who organizes and integrates all his or her thoughts and actions into a
harmonious whole and a unity, all thoughts and actions possess a religious character and spiritual significance.
There is no longer any distinction between the spiritual and the temporal, for man is a unified whole in which all the
parts (body, soul, and spirit) are ontologically interdependent, as we shall see. Consequently, only the muqarrib or
“saint” is completely internally consistent, not the hedonist because what is ontologically “higher” is necessary to
integrate what is ontologically “lower.” Spiritual ends are therefore necessary for “instrumental” rationality, or
having integrated, self-consistent preferences. As Mirakhor asserts, integrity is related to integratedness.ix This does
not imply that a hedonist will be completely inconsistent, but it does imply that a hedonist cannot have fully
integrated preferences.
This is important for economic theory because without such self-consistent preferences, there is no
equilibrium for individual choice, thus introducing an element of unintelligibility even from an instrumental point of
view. Without this equilibrium, “maximizing efficiency” is meaningless because there is no integrated goal as the
object of efficiency. In this sense, tawhid implies that equilibrium and efficiency are only possible when man
successfully integrates the whole of life around God. Egoism cannot provide a base-line case for economic analysis,
and economics cannot be a “separate science.” The need to link ethics and economics is clear.
Tawhid also implies a “clear-cut relationship between the absolute and the relative, the eternal and the
temporal, the necessary and the contingent.”x This hierarchy provides the ontological basis of Islamic values,
making possible the reasoned character of moral and ethical judgements. According to this view, values and ethical
judgements can be substantively rational or irrational, or “right” and “wrong.” They are not “arational” such as the
preference of apples to pears, or vice-versa, which is not a matter of ethical dispute since “there is no arguing over
tastes.” Whereas tastes relate to a single level of desire that is not subject to criticism, and is unmodified by
understanding, Islamic values relate to a hierarchy of spiritual, psychological, and physical needs.
Consequently, we believe that a single level “utility,” whether defined as pleasure, happiness, or
satisfaction of desire, negates spiritual values by negating hierarchy, and is appropriate only for tastes. By reducing
values to tastes, we argue that “mono-utility” implies that “nothing is ‘good’ or ‘evil’ in itself, there is only ‘more’
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or ‘less’.”xi Economic models based on “mono-utility” cannot, therefore, be amended to incorporate Islamic values
and inform ijtihad, but only serve to undermine its legitimacy. We maintain that an essentially different, antireductionist theory of choice is necessary to accommodate the multi-layered structure implied by hierarchy. (The
argument that values cannot be grounded in reality, or the “naturalistic fallacy” argument, is itself a fallacy from the
Islamic point of view—our critique of neoclassical economics is certainly not post-modern—and we shall return to
related questions later in the paper.) Because mono-utility can accommodate any set of tastes, not values, and
consistency does not apply to all values, tawhid implies that different models are necessary for different types of
choices and values.
Unfortunately, neoclassical economics takes the opposite approach, reducing values to tastes based on
mono-utility, and denying the need for spiritual principles in integrated preferences. Economists typically argue that
a single model that assumes “egoistic consumerism” provides a “baseline” approximation of actual economic
choices, and that the model can be amended to introduce ethical values as “disturbance terms.”xii We believe that this
view represents a major obstacle to linking ethics and economics. Witness to this the fact that Milton Friedman
declared in his Nobel acceptance address, “The great Saints of history have served their ‘private interest’ just as the
most money grubbing miser has served his interest.”xiii
Indeed, a growing number of scholars share the concern that mono-utility cannot accommodate ethical
principles and social norms. Etzioni, for example, argues the need “for a multiple-utility conception” to integrate
spiritual and ethical principles into neoclassical theory.xiv Similarly, Griffith and Goldfarb examine neoclassical
attempts to amend the rational egoist model to include norms, and suggest that the results are unsatisfactory.xv
Moreover, a hierarchy of multiple utilities can explain why ethical values lead to consistent preferences,
whereas unethical values lead to inconsistent ones. For example, Kavka and others argue that weakness of will and
competing passions create inconsistent preferences that can be explained in a multiple utility framework, and that
individual choice is no less problematic than collective choice.xvi In fact, economists specializing in methodology
including Caldwell and Boland point out the problems and limitations of arguments on the rationality of
preferences.xvii
While these reservations apply to the neoclassical theory of choice, we argue that the neoclassical theory of
welfare also denies a rational basis for ethics while excluding spiritual values. Indeed, the neoclassical definition of
“well-being” includes the satisfaction of desires based on false beliefs or happiness based on illusion (depending on
the definition of utility). This subordinates truth to utility and thereby reduces values to tastes. We argue that a
“truth-based” theory of welfare that requires happiness or satisfaction of desire to be based on reality to count
towards well being requires a hierarchy of utilities. The neoclassical theory of welfare is therefore consistent only
with mono-utility, whereas the Islamic view of welfare is based on a hierarchy of spiritual and other needs.
We maintain that the combination of the neoclassical theories of choice and welfare has serious policy
implications that undermine the possibility of ijtihad. For example, we suggest that neoclassical economics denies
the need for ethical discussion in “technical” economic policy, and draws the wrong efficiency implications for
ethical constraints. We therefore argue that the misapplication of neoclassical theory to choices involving values
reduces “quality” to “quantity” and inverts spiritual principles. In this sense, we do not believe that neoclassical
economics can properly inform ijtihad.
We do not suggest that all research by economists reduce values to tastes, but argue that economic models
based on the axioms of neoclassical theory do. Specifically, the reduction of “rational preference functions” to
“utility preference functions” is problematic since the former can accommodate hierarchy whereas the latter cannot.
Moreover, we suggest that the misapplication of neoclassical theory is unavoidable because “qualitative” choices
involving values precede “quantitative” choices involving tastes. Even a hedonist must first choose pleasure as an
end before making choices involving tastes. In this sense, no decision can be based “only on tastes,” whereas a
decision based “only on values” is possible.
It is hardly coincidental that the neoclassical theories of choice and welfare emerged after a secular science
of nature denied objective meaning to the hierarchic, qualitative aspects of nature. Indeed, higher levels of meaning
in the beauty and harmony of nature as signs of God (ayat Allah) were reduced to the “subjective” and
“unscientific.” Spiritual values similarly lost their objective meaning, and were reduced to the subjective realm of
tastes. Just as a hierarchy of multiple levels of meaning in nature gave way to the lowest level of understanding in
the physical domain, a hierarchy of spiritual and other needs was reduced to a single level of desire based on tastes.
Without reasons to justify values, there were only external causes of tastes, and loss of moral agency.
Similarly, the laws of nature were no longer known to be the laws of God operating on a particular level of
reality. The concept that nature worships, loves, and obeys God, thereby producing order in the cosmos, was
unscientific. Order without spiritual values therefore became a possibility for man, implying a different set of
external laws to determine tastes, and the possibility of economics as a separate science. In this sense, both the
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neoclassical reduction of values to tastes, and denial of the need for spiritual values in the integration of man have
their roots in a secular science of nature. This is the inverse of the Islamic sciences of nature that draw the
consequences of tawhid to assert a hierarchic ontology and the necessity of spiritual forces to integrate lower levels
of reality.
Thus, we argue that the relationship between ethics and economic theory and policy depends on: 1)
whether values are reducible to tastes in a single level of utility, or involve an irreducible hierarchy of needs with an
intellectual basis (the “hierarchy” question), and 2) whether spiritual values are necessary or unnecessary for
integrated preferences as a baseline case for analysis (the “instrumental” question). This generates four
combinations that we will analyze in more detail in the second section of the paper.
We claim that Islamic economics is “Islamic” because it draws the consequences of tawhid to answer these
questions, not simply because it is developed by Muslims, examines economies in Muslim countries, or analyzes the
economic implications of Islamic laws. Although Islamic economics may have these characteristics, they do not
alone make it Islamic. The same applies to all the Islamic sciences, which are Islamic because they draw the
consequences of tawhid.
Of the four possible responses to these two questions, we label the one that asserts a hierarchy of utilities
for values and spiritual ends for integrated preferences as the “Islamic quadrant.” Of course, other revelations also
assert the need for spiritual principles to achieve equilibrium, and the existence of hierarchy based upon recognition
of the Absolute. Therefore, other religious views of economics attach to this quadrant as well. However, this does
not imply that an Islamic economy is the same as a Buddhist economy, or that all religions espouse identical
methods to promote individual welfare. It simply implies that similar critiques against neoclassical economics can
be made within the context of any revelation, and we enthusiastically support interfaith dialogue in this area.
Within the Islamic intellectual tradition, we suggest that tawhid-linked ethics and economics in this
quadrant. We maintain that this is why Islamic economic thought never reduced values to tastes with a single model
for all types of choices, and denied an egoistic baseline case, generating different economic policies for different
types of choices. Because the Islamic theories of choice and welfare clarify that different “inputs” and “outputs”
apply in these cases, Islamic economics highlights the need for discussion of ethics in policy, and the role of ethical
constraints in the economy. We suggest that this can explain why economics cannot be a separate science, and its
definition is “applied ethics” in the Islamic intellectual heritage. This clearly supports the role of ijtihad in the
regulation and correction of capital markets.
We call the opposite quadrant that asserts the reduction of values to tastes in a mono-utility function, and
the denial of the need for spiritual ends in integrated preferences the “neoclassical quadrant.” In this case,
economics is “constrained optimization” rather than applied ethics, for economics is a separate science with an
egoistic foundation that can be amended to accommodate ethical disturbance terms. We argue that the other two
quadrants on the “hierarchy” and “instrumental” questions are self-contradictory, and we analyze them in the
context of the discussion on Islamic and neoclassical positions.
Given these four quadrants, we suggest that a theory of choice must be in the same quadrant as a theory of
welfare to result in coherent economic thought and policy. A theory of choice that denies a rational basis for ethics,
inverts spiritual values, and negates ethical discussion cannot be combined with a theory of welfare that recognizes
an ontological basis for values in a hierarchic world with moral agency and meaning.
Because of the eclipse of the Islamic economic intellectual heritage, many Muslim policy-makers have
attempted to combine an Islamic theory of welfare based on transmitted sciences in one quadrant with the
neoclassical theory of choice in the opposite quadrant, resulting in confused thinking (at best) on economic policy.
A similar problem has plagued departments of “Islamic economics” where students are taught Shari‘ah sciences as
the source of Islamic norms on one hand and the neoclassical theory of choice on the other. Such an approach
implies that Islamic economics cannot offer a distinct theory of choice, the neoclassical view accommodates
spiritual values, and the two could be integrated.
We believe that such confusion results from the loss of understanding of the Islamic economic intellectual
heritage. Unfortunately, “both the transmitted and intellectual sciences are... gradually being lost throughout the
Islamic world, and with much more reason among those Muslims who live outside Dar al-Islam.”xviii However, the
intellectual sciences have suffered even more than the transmitted sciences because “anyone can learn Qur’an and
Hadith, but very few people can truly understand what God and the Prophet are talking about.”xix Intellectual
sciences require both native ability and training, and there has been a particularly great loss of understanding of the
Islamic intellectual heritage in sciences such as economics that take their axioms from “higher” sciences dealing
with first principles.
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We suggest that this loss has inhibited attempts to create an Islamic economic system in spite of the
knowledge of fiqh and other transmitted sciences. Recovering the Islamic economic intellectual heritage is therefore
vital to such efforts.
Although most Muslim economists currently recognize the need to go beyond economic assumptions of
“consumerism,” few seem to recognize that the neoclassical model cannot be amended to introduce Islamic values,
and that abstracting from spiritual values leaves economics “fatally incomplete” with respect to consistency of
preferences. Even worse are attempts by some Muslims to equate utility with maslaha, or total welfare including a
spiritual dimension, and assert that the neoclassical theory of welfare is also “Islamic.” We maintain that such
attempts are intellectually flawed, and that the failure to refute the neoclassical assertion that Islamic economics is a
“special case” of neoclassical theory has impoverished the discourse on Islamic economic policy.
An authentic Islamic policy requires that both ijtihad and economics distinguish between values and tastes
and establish the correct “base case” through the application of tawhid to both usul al-fiqh (principles of
jurisprudence) and economics. Rather than taqlid of the West in economic theory and policy, we must apply
Quranic principles to both ‘aqli and naqli sciences, for the Qur’an contains the principles of knowledge and action
for all time. We need to understand the maqasid, or higher values and causes of the Shari‘ah, establishing a
hierarchy of spiritual and other needs, and avoiding neoclassical reductionism. These principles guarantee that the
character of our paradigm is wassatiya (avoids excess as evil and finds the good situated between two excesses),
tawazzan (balanced), ‘adl (just), istiqama (direct, not winding), rabbaniyya (from God), ’alamiyya (global), al‘amum (universal), and ashshumul (includes every part of life, leaving nothing unanswered). The solution must,
therefore, come from an epistemological and methodological point of view that carefully defines and applies
Quranic principles. By combining an economic theory of choice that accommodates an intellectual basis for values
with a corresponding theory of welfare involving the transmitted sciences, we propose a framework to link ethics
and economics in ijtihad on an Islamic capital market.
The paper is divided into three parts. In the first section, we argue against taqlid of past legal rulings, and
discuss the requirements for an authentic ijtihad. In the second section, we argue against taqlid of the neoclassical
theory of choice and in favor of an Islamic alternative that draws the consequences of tawhid for economic analysis.
In the third section, we argue against taqlid of the neoclassical theory of welfare in favor of an Islamic conception,
and suggest the role of Islamic principles in the capital market to help integrate preferences, and link them to
welfare. Of course, a full treatment of this topic would require several volumes, and this paper will limit itself to
some essential elements of the argument.
This introduction indicates how challenging it is to overcome the obstacles separating ethics and
economics, and apply this to the capital market from an Islamic perspective. Research centers are needed that
combine the talents of fuqaha’, economists, and other social scientists to provide an integrated Islamic approach.
This concentration of resources can help eliminate erroneous fatawa, and apply Islamic principles to the
contemporary world. True understanding of sacred text requires more than a dictionary—it requires an awareness of
higher principles and the relationship between the Qur'an as the creative source of ahkam (legal rules) and the Sunna
as the methodology to implement it. This approach gives ijtihad new significance for the umma to face the
challenges of the future with the wisdom of the past.
Before leaving this introduction, we would like to point out that we do not attempt to give specific legal
rulings or recommend particular policies in this paper. Because of the complexity of “all-things-considered”
judgements and the many policy questions in capital markets, we focus our arguments on theories of choice and
welfare linking ethics and economics through ijtihad, suggesting a framework that accommodates a wide range of
ethical concerns and supports their discussion. By attempting to clarify the link between ethics and economics, we
hope to deal with the principles that would help others apply them to specific cases.
II. IJTIHAD
When we think about ijtihad in our science of usul al-fiqh, we cannot unequivocally say that in its current
format it provides us with an effective methodology for optimal solutions to all of our contemporary issues. We
cannot make such a claim whether or not there is anyone in this time who can be a mujtahid mutlaq (an expert
qualified to make ijtihad in all areas of fiqh without conditions), and whether or not we can identify such a person.
Therefore, it is imperative that we reconstruct the concept of ijtihad itself so that it can become a methodological
tool capable of responding to the challenges and questions of our time and future generations. Ijtihad need not be a
closed tool to be used only within a specialized methodology.
To be able to reconstruct ijtihad, we need to take note of the following. First, in its fiqh dimension, ijtihad
is limited to the genius of an ‘alim who is able to formulate the appropriate question given the event(s) and to go to
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the text of the Qur’an and Sunna for a ruling. If he cannot find a direct answer, then he looks for an answer where
ijma’ (consensus) was achieved. If that is not possible, then he proceeds to qiyas or articulates a legal principle to be
his line of approach.xx
Qiyas in this way was thought to be the farthest point beyond which the mujtahid was not warranted to go.
It was Imam al-Shafi’i, in fact, who nearly reduced the whole process of ijtihad into qiyas, and argued vigorously
against istihsan i.e. preference based on reason/interest. In this way, Shafi’i has certainly narrowed and restricted
what was, otherwise, broad and flexible.xxi Many jurists, however, differed with Shafi’i on this restrictive approach,
and at the top of the list were the Hanafis, the Malikis, and some later Hanbalites (like Ibn al Qayim, for instance).
Those jurists argued that there are certain masalih that are neither explicitly supported by a text, nor are they
explicitly opposed. This is an area for reflection, as Ghazzali, himself a Shafi’i follower asserts.
Maslaha refers here to various means that are conducive to protecting and maintaining the five ultimate
objectives and aims of the Shari‘ah. Actions and policies that happen in any way to endanger these objectives are
designated as mafasid, the removal of which is itself a maslaha of a high rank that all religions and ideologies
recommend. If we allow ourselves to intervene here and slightly widen the horizon of the jurists, we can safely say
that all means of inculcating religious values, developing human resources, exploring physical material, or acquiring
skills relevant to these activities are positive masalih that the Shari‘ah recommends. Looking from the Shari‘ah
perspective, these masalih are not only accepted, but should be preserved. It is here, of course, that economics
comes in, and it is also here that fiqh of maqasid is most needed rather than narrow qiyas. Traditional fiqh based on
taqlid has to give way to new ways of inquiry in the text as well as the extended world.
But in our time, this is no longer possible with the explosion of knowledge and communication, which
increases not only every day, but every hour and minute. There is additional information to incorporate into ijtihad
with the advent of the social sciences, their appearance in world affairs, and spread into different spheres. Similarly,
the collapse of the idea of the “limitedness of the text and the unlimitedness of the events” in the face of the holistic
thought and purposes of the Qur’an and Sunna (which exemplifies Quranic principles) makes it clearly necessary to
apply Islamic principles within ijtihad. In turn, this application requires information from other sciences, no longer
allowing the limitation of ijtihad to the fiqhi sphere and no longer limiting it to one person. And thus we have to
establish a strong connection between the social sciences (as a tool in understanding the event[s] to formulate the
relevant ethical question) and fiqh (as the science according to which these formulated incidents have moral value
and meaning).
Moreover, due to the difficulty of individual ijtihad, it becomes imperative that we adopt the principle of
collective or institutional ijtihad established on multiple and diverse disciplines and specialists, outside of the
framework of what is now known as fatwa committees or fiqh councils, despite their importance. Ijtihad should be
undertaken within the framework of coming up with competent research institutions that include dedicated scholars
(from all schools of fiqh) of usul, law, Hadith and tafsir, as well as social scientists, linguists, and community
leaders. Guidelines may be established to determine the constitution of the ijtihad team depending on the issue.
This does not negate the individual's role in ijtihad, rather it emphasizes it and gives it direction.
Whenever such an institution for collective ijtihad develops, the nature of ijtihad itself will change, taking a
different shape with the following characteristics. First, ijtihad will no longer be a process based on a theoretical
dialogue—undertaken by the individual mujtahid—between the text and dictionaries for the sake of deducing a
ruling established on an inference based on the semantic that the usul scholars and logicians are accustomed to.
Second, the ijtihad institution will feel a great need for the utilization of all methodological means available
in the social sciences (if they are spiritually neutral), and possibly some of the methodologies used in the natural
sciences. These means and methodologies to aid in the study and analysis of the incidents under consideration will
be used to understand, analyze, and better define the incident. Such an approach includes, in addition to the
linguistic method, the statistical, quantitative, and qualitative methods as well as other tools. Even the linguistic
method itself will have to be modified to better utilize the developments that have taken place in the study, analysis,
and deconstruction of text for the purpose of gaining deeper insight as to its purpose.
Third, a need shall then arise to bring to the forefront the characteristics of the Shari‘ah and the nature of its
universal proofs (al-adillah al-kulliyyah). It becomes imperative, then, to understand the particular textual evidence
within the framework of the universal textual proofs. It is not sufficient to only collect particular proofs relevant to
the issue; rather, such proofs or evidence need to be understood within the context the Shari‘ah’s universal proofs,
its general goals and purposes, and the nature of its originating source, the Qur’an, and its particular, clarifying, and
binding source, the Sunna.
Fourth, the need shall become apparent to understand the precise relationship between the Qur’an and the
Sunna. This relationship shall consider the Qur’an as the only originating source of law and the Sunna as the only
clarifying and binding source. Such a relationship between the originating and clarifying sources does not allow
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their separation. The relationship calls for understanding the nature of bayyan, its characteristics, and how it details
the general, interprets the vague, specifies the generic, and generalizes the particular. All this is done for the sake of
revealing the methodology used in applying the text to reality in the Prophet’s time, and how such a methodology
could be generalized for all ages so that humanity may be guided by the values and regulations of the Qur’an and the
Sunna till the end of time.
Fifth, when these ijtihad centers and research academies get established, the need shall become apparent to
reexamine what has come to be known as controversial legal indicators (al-adillah al-mukhtalaf fiha) and leave
behind that which is no longer relevant. Other indicators may be renewed and developed and further regulated by
the originating and clarifying sources.
Sixth, the higher values of the Shari‘ah, tawhid (the unity of God, Truth that God is the Absolute), tazkiyah
(purification from evil), and ‘umran (building of civilization to accomplish the good), shall be the guiding lights,
regulating standards, and just scales against which the outcome of the institutional ijtihad shall be evaluated.
Seventh, it shall become apparent after such institutional ijtihad has become widespread that no matter how
many safeguards and means human effort has been afforded, ijtihad cannot be presented as producing everlasting
rules binding for future generations, or that these rules are even responsive to their needs. This ijtihad should not
lead to the establishment of schools of thought and sects that may erode the unity of the umma, impede its future
development, and become a barrier for future generations to practice ijtihad. The most we can expect from the fiqh
of any generation is to offer solutions to crises and challenges that face a specific society in a certain time, place, and
circumstance. The outcome of such ijtihad cannot be absolute and should not be binding for those other than the
generation of that ijtihad and whoever chooses to adopt that ijtihad. In the case that a consensus exists among the
people of a region or a certain time about a previous ijtihad ruling, it shall become binding upon them but not
necessarily upon people of other regions or other times. Only the Qur’an and Sunna have binding authority. Thus,
we recover the effectiveness, vitality, and continuity of ijtihad, making it an integral part of the psychological and
mental state of the umma, and not an exception.
Eighth, the practice of ijtihad from academic and research centers will reveal the universal characteristics
of Islam. These characteristics are not merely virtues of Islam, but should be applied as methodological guidelines
in the formulation of collective ijtihad.
At the forefront of these characteristics is the universality of Islam. The universality is indicated by the fact
that the Shari‘ah is a law of ease and mercy (removes discomfort), is based on the authority of the sacred book, is
connected with the finality of prophethood, and provides a necessary methodology. This universality indicates that
the message of Islam is for all humanity in every place and time until the Judgement Day. The rapid spread of this
message to all corners of the globe took place according to a perfect methodology that began by preparing the final
Prophet, charging him with warning his relatives (the people of Makkah and the surrounding area), and then
building an umma that provided a model for the rest of humanity to emulate.
The mission of Islam is global although it addresses humanity through a specific social entity in its own
language (Arabic), dealing with the community’s needs and problems. These are not necessarily the problems of all
of humanity in all times and places, but can be used as a model for other societies which face different needs and
problems by drawing from the methodology, values, and purposes of the Qur’an. The Qur’an is so resourceful that
if you read it at any time or age, it will provide answers to specific questions. At one level, the Qur’an gives an
answer for the Prophet’s time. At another level, it applies the link to the Prophet’s community to project the answer
into the future. The multiple meanings and applications of the text are fascinating, and this is how the Qur’an
addresses the problem of communicating absolute values in a relative environment, linking the transient to the
eternal and the specific to the general. This correlation between the relative and the absolute has been achieved in
the Quranic text. This was necessary because if the Qur’an had ignored the problems of the Prophet’s community, it
would have been impossible to project these absolute values forward. There would have been no example of how to
apply the message.
In a short period of time, Islam was able to incorporate all other civilizations because of its universal
vision, which proves its beneficial power in every time and place. This final message is characterized by the
Absolute Book and Last Prophet. The message, therefore, contains categories to integrate the continuous and the
temporary, the general and specific, and the global and local to satisfy its goals and objectives.
Unfortunately, our current religious teachings and studies do not prepare us to understand these essential
principles. Because of these religious teachings, some people approach the Qur’an as if it were meant only for
themselves, like a closed letter which our early doctors of law carried without opening. This leads some people to
misinterpret the Qur’an from their current point of view, equating jinn with bacteria, or equating money with
capitalism or socialism. Some people take the opposite position, thinking that the Quranic message is meant for our
ancestors, simply providing the current generation with general directions without specific instructions. Both
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positions represent extremes that do not reflect a true understanding of the Qur’an, placing limits on the
methodology used to understand the sacred text. A deep understanding requires a knowledge of the dichotomies in
Islamic discourse, namely, the absolute and relative, the general and specific, the continuous and temporary, and the
local and global in the Quranic teachings. We cannot understand the sacred text otherwise.
Our ancestors did understand these categories in Quranic discourse, and incorporated them into usul al-fiqh
in what they called “chapters of terminology” and “chapters of what is common in Qur’an and Sunna.” These
chapters include discussion of the general and specific, absolute and limited, ayat with locked and flexible
meanings, abrogation and the abrogated, etc. And they established some constraints and criteria to distinguish
between different levels of Quranic discourse, and to differentiate between the legislative and non-legislative as well
as the obligatory (fard or wajib) and the forbidden or reprehensible (haram or makruh). Indeed, our ancestors
understood the Quranic distinctions between these things so clearly that they were able to differentiate five
categories for action: forbidden, reprehensible, indifferent, recommended, and obligatory. They even distinguished
between two types of reprehensible categories: makruh tanzih, which implies unsuitability for a person, and makruh
tahrim, which leads to the border of haram. They also classified necessities into three categories, namely, essential
needs, means to these needs, and embellishments or accessories to support these means.
To serve and carry the message of Islam, proving its applicability and usefulness for every time and place,
we need to build upon what they have done. This requires using our knowledge to go back and rethink what should
be the contents of the different categories discussed above. This is an essential, dangerous, and difficult journey,
particularly for a mentality that has been in the habit of taqlid rather than ijtihad for several centuries. And we
should establish centers for collective ijtihad to be the instruments to implement this task.
Let us consider a simple example of how a specific incident is developed into a general legal principle to
understand how principles guide ijtihad. Let us take the case of adoption. The Qur’an deals with this through the
example of Zayd (adopted son of the Prophet), declaring that the Prophet had no male children. Even though this
message applied to a specific Arab community at that time, the principle applies today that adoption does not entail
changing the child's name and literally creating new parents (although the Qur’an emphasizes the great rewards and
spiritual virtues of caring for orphans). There are many other examples of establishing a principle through specific
events in fiqh, such as emancipation of slaves, war booty, etc.
Since our ancestors understood how the Qur’an communicates principles through specific incidents, they
were not waiting for the Qur’an to tell them that, “This is relative, this is absolute. This is general, this is specific.
If the circumstances change, do this or that.” But Allah revealed the Qur’an as He wills, and He revealed it to the
umma in this way, placing a heavy task of interpreting this sacred text on the people of dhikr and the scholars. As
the Qur’an states “(Here is) a Book which We have sent down unto thee, full of blessings, that they may meditate on
its Signs, and that men of understanding may receive admonition.” (38:29) “Nor should the Believers all go forth
together; if a contingent from every expedition remained behind, they could devote themselves to studies in religion,
and admonish the people when they return to them—that thus they (may learn) to guard themselves (against evil).”
(9:122) Our ancestors produced many great achievements with this understanding, and if our generation continued
on the same level without stopping ijtihad, we could properly understand the Quranic categories mentioned in our
usul al-fiqh. If we pursue deep thought and illuminate our minds, we can build on the great achievements of our
ancestors.
Their mujtahids set for themselves tens of principles for legal judgement, deriving solutions appropriate for
their problems. Examples of these legal principles are: alleviate legal hardship, block licit means to illicit ends,
choose the most prudent course, limit the matter to make options more plentiful, allow that difficulties attract
facility, allow the illicit to be rendered licit by necessity or overwhelming circumstances, the needs of the public
may be considered the same as those of the individual, and there may be acceptance in continuation for matters
unacceptable in initiation. These rules represent deep jurisprudential, legal thought and past generations may have
considered them more than enough to deal with their problems. Through these partial rules that are based on the
total objectives of the Shari‘ah, they were able to properly understand rules related to specific situations. They did
not necessarily articulate the framework they used to derive these partial rules from the purposes of the Shari‘ah, or
how to apply the holistic point of view involving different levels of Quranic discourse and instruction.
Given this understanding of ijtihad, we now turn to economic theory, neoclassical objections to the
application of Islamic law, and taqlid of secular economic policies supported by a fatwa relying on “micro fiqh”
rather than principles in ijtihad.
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III. ISLAMIC VALUES AND ECONOMIC THEORY
When we turn to the Islamic economic intellectual heritage, we find a rich tradition of economics as
applied ethics. By drawing the consequences of tawhid for economic analysis, Muslim intellectuals distinguished
between values and tastes, asserted the role of spiritual values in equilibrium, and recognized the existence of a
hierarchy of spiritual and other needs. We suggest that economics is defined as applied ethics in the Islamic
intellectual heritage because tawhid implies that only ethical values can provide a “base case” for analysis, and
values cannot be reduced to tastes in a single level of utility. Economics cannot, therefore, be a “separate” science,
and a reductionist model cannot be amended to incorporate spiritual values. Different types of choices and values
imply different models and different outcomes.
Neoclassical economics adopts the opposite approach, assuming egoism as a base case for analysis, and
reducing values to tastes in a mono-utility function that implies a single model for any set of values and tastes. It
therefore defines economics as a separate science based on “constrained optimization,” separating itself from
concern with ethics. We shall attempt to demonstrate that this theory of choice is appropriate only for tastes, and
denies the possibility of intrinsic good and evil, thereby denying a rational basis for ethics and inverting spiritual
principles. The problem is not just “consumerism” in economic theory, but the assumption of rationality based on a
single level utility.
We therefore argue that different views on the link between ethics and economics depend on: 1) whether
values are reducible to tastes in a single level of utility, or involve an irreducible hierarchy of needs with an
intellectual basis (the “hierarchy” question); and 2) whether spiritual values are necessary or unnecessary for
integrated preferences as a base case of analysis (the “instrumental” question). This generates four combinations
that we illustrate in the figure below.

TABLE 1. COMBINATIONS OF VALUE HIERARCHIES AND SPIRITUAL ENDS

Hierarchy for values?

Yes
No

Spiritual ends necessary for integration?
Yes
No
Islamic
Multiple Inputs
Single Output
Single Input
Neoclassical
Multiple Outputs

The answer to the “hierarchy question” determines whether the neoclassical theory of choice can be
amended to incorporate ethical values, or if multiple models are necessary for different types of choices and values
as “inputs.” The answer to the “instrumental question” determines whether economics is a separate science with
egoism as its starting point, or if it is inseparable from ethics since different values imply different instrumental
“outputs.”
The “Islamic quadrant” asserts that different values require different models for inputs and outputs,
whereas the “neoclassical quadrant” implies a single model for all inputs and outputs. The “single input” and
“single output” quadrants take intermediate positions. We shall first focus on the hierarchy question before turning
to the instrumental question, and then consider their joint implications for the relationship between ethics and the
economic theory of choice.
A. Hierarchy
We begin by briefly examining Islamic values and spiritual principles to provide a better context for
understanding the relationship between hierarchy, ethical values, and their implications for a theory of choice.
Moving to spiritual principles, Islam is a religion based on the knowledge of God's Unity and surrender to His Will.
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The faithful, therefore, find the ultimate purpose of any action in God because no end is beyond Him and no end has
sufficient reason if it stops short of Him. The ultimate motivating cause for homo Islamicus is not simply happiness,
pleasure, or satisfaction of a one-dimensional desire, but the Truth or God. For although happiness may accompany
conformity to the Truth, it is an effect for the faithful rather than a motivating cause. “…our willing is not inspired
by our desires alone, fundamentally it is inspired by the truth, and this is independent of our immediate interests.”xxii
Accordingly, every aspect of life is sacred in Islam because nothing is outside of the Absolute, and no
aspect of life is profane because everything is attached to God. Indeed, “Islam envisages religion as not just a part
of life but as the whole of it.”xxiii It incorporates what one does, makes, thinks, and feels, sanctifying the whole of
life in addition to answering questions of man's origin and return. What would appear to be the most mundane of
activities has religious significance in Islam, fulfilling man's spiritual needs by integrating all of life around a Sacred
Center.
Applied to Islamic economics, this unity of purpose is reflected in a saying from the Prophet of Islam that a
man working to feed his family is performing “an act of worship as if he were praying.”xxiv Such a statement may
be very difficult to understand in the modern West where a large domain of human life has been secularized and it is
not possible to find religious meaning in most actions. However, the Divine Law in Islam makes the effort to earn
one's daily bread a religious act as obligatory as specifically religious duties, and which a Muslim should perform
with awareness that it is pleasing in the sight of God. In fact, the Divine Law gives religious meaning to all acts that
are necessary for human life, but not those that are simply luxuries. The Qur’an, the Word of God in Islam, implies
that to struggle for a living is tantamount to defending the faith.xxv The Prophet stressed this fact when a young man
with a strong physique was running to his shop through the area where the Prophet was marshalling his men to repel
an assault. Someone remarked that he wished the youth would use his body and health to run in the way of God by
enlisting to defend the faith. The Prophet responded, “If this young man runs with the intention of not depending on
others and refraining from begging, he is in the way of God. If he strives for the livelihood of his weak parents or
weak children, he is in the way of God. If he tries to show his health out of pride, he is in the way of the devil.”xxvi
Thus, the combination of right intention with right action generates a hierarchy of utilities to
simultaneously fulfill spiritual and other needs. Right intention is primary because of “the fact that one and the
same action—we are not saying every action—may be good or bad according to the intention, whereas the inverse is
not true: an intention is not good or bad according to the action.”xxvii Right intention clearly requires Truth as a
motivating cause, and Islam asserts that goods and actions are only intelligible with God in view. Without a
transcendent purpose, the intelligence is not operational and preferences are vacuous—one eats to live, lives to
work, works to eat, and the cycle repeats itself indefinitely with no intelligible end-point. The loss of meaning is not
simply a quantitative reduction within a level, it is the qualitative loss of a level.
We suggest that the neoclassical reduction of hierarchy to a single level of utility implies this qualitative
loss, eliminating the possibility of meaning and intrinsic good and evil. We therefore believe the model cannot be
amended to incorporate spiritual values. We maintain that the neoclassical theories of choice and welfare are
appropriate only for tastes, not values, and that its misapplication to the latter inverts spiritual principles and denies a
rational basis for ethics. However, neoclassical economics claims to offer a “formal” theory of choice capable of
accommodating any range of values and tastes. It is therefore necessary to clarify this discrepancy, and we hope to
clarify the need for a hierarchy of multiple utilities in the process.
We maintain that the confusion over neoclassical theory’s ability to accommodate both values and tastes
stems from the fact that some of its axioms accommodate both, whereas others do not. For example, the
neoclassical axiom on “complete” preferences requires that a rational agent must be capable of comparing any
bundles A, B, and C (for “completeness”), and the axiom on “consistent” preferences requires that if the agent
prefers A to B, and B to C, then the agent must prefer A to C (for “consistency”).xxviii If the agent preferred C to A
or could not compare the bundles, this would be “irrational.” Consistency and completeness apply to ranking good
and evil alternatives, are consistent with meaning in choices, and do not exclude a hierarchy of multiple utilities.
Consistency and completeness clearly accommodate both values and tastes, and are necessary for “rational
preference functions.”
A major difficulty arises with the neoclassical axiom of “continuity” which is necessary to derive a “utility
preference function” from a “rational preference function.” This reduces all values to tastes in a single level of
utility. We argue that while this is appropriate for choices involving tastes, it inverts ethical values. For example,
continuity inverts the ethical values of one who “cannot be bought at any price.” Imagine that we have the authority
to prevent an evil act, and someone is trying to bribe us to permit it although we may be unwilling to accept any
amount of money to permit the evil act. We may also have a limit on how much we would be willing to pay to stop
the same event which others have the authority to prevent. The former is an “act” in which we participate to
accomplish an evil, whereas the latter is an evil “event” others perform that we may not be able to afford to stop, and
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there is a qualitative difference between the two. The continuity axiom, however, requires that willingness to accept
(WTA) be equal to willingness to pay (WTP). This excludes the ethical values of one who “cannot be bought at any
price,” although it can accommodate the unethical values of a miser. Moreover, it denies a rational basis for ethical
values since WTA and WTP should not (necessarily) be equal if ethical values can be “right.” In this sense, the
choice of the amount to equate WTA and WTP is arbitrary (in the absence of special assumptions such as the cost of
eliminating pollution being equal to WTP, making it ethical to accept the same amount and spend it on clean-up).
Continuity is appropriate, however, for choices involving tastes. For example, if we are willing to pay two
apples for one pear in moving from bundle A to B, we should be willing to accept two apples for one pear in moving
back from bundle B to A if we are indifferent between the two bundles. In this case, there is no qualitative
difference between WTA and WTP because they are simply movements between two bundles on the same
“indifference curve,” a locus of points between which the consumer is indifferent. We suggest that this is because
tastes are reducible to a single level of utility, whereas ethical values are not. The latter are based on a hierarchy of
spiritual and other needs that do not “collapse” to a single level, and this creates discontinuities that allow WTA to
diverge from WTP.
Thus, continuity is appropriate only when intrinsic good and evil does not apply, as in the case of tastes.
The misapplication of neoclassical theory to ethical choices therefore implies the denial of intrinsic good and evil in
values, as well as the loss of meaning in choice. With mono-utility, “nothing is ‘good’ or ‘evil’ in itself, there is
only ‘more’ or ‘less’.”xxix
This critical distinction appears in dramatic form in contingent value (CV) surveys that measure WTP and
WTA on pollution and other environmental concerns. From a spiritual point of view, the inner struggle, or jihad, to
conform to the Truth should obviously create a large difference between the two numbers. In a recent dissertation,
Carol Mansfield examined this problem in environmental surveys, and found that the spread between WTP and
WTA was much greater than economic theory predicted.xxx Mitchell and Carson, for example, estimate that “WTP
and WTA should be within 5% of each other...” for the types of goods usually valued in contingent value (CV)
surveys.xxxi Yet the survey data finds ratios of WTA to WTP ranging from 1.6 to 80, and that many surveys on
ethical choices had missing WTA data, suggesting the “lexicographic” or “hierarchic” nature of these decisions.
Some people “could not be bought” at any price, which neoclassical mono-utility would deny but a spiritually
sensible economics based on the inner jihad between good and evil would predict. Mansfield concludes that “the
disparity between WTP and WTA cannot be attributed to poor survey methodology nor can it be explained by
neoclassical theory.”xxxii
We suggest that the disparity is explained by the different ontological levels between means and ends
involved in ethical choices. In this case, multiple utilities are necessary because means do not constitute or make-up
ends as they could if they were on the same level. For example, if means x constitutes or automatically leads to end
y, multiple utilities would be redundant because x and y do not diverge, and a single utility would be sufficient to
express outcomes. Even if we introduce intermediate means between x and y, a single utility is sufficient when the
steps automatically “collapse” back to the “base mean.” Similarly, one would say x leads to y, not x + y since the
two do not diverge, and adding them would be redundant. However, adding x and y does apply when both are
means to another end rather than being a mean or end of each other. We could then say that x + y are means to end
z, which could also be expressed with a single utility if x, y, and z are on the same level. We suggest that this
approach is generally adequate for dealing with choices involving tastes (with qualifications that we will not trouble
the reader with here).
A hierarchy of spiritual and other needs is different in several respects. It involves ontologically different
levels of reality and implies unity in the sense that “external goods” such as wealth are means to “goods of the body”
such as health and beauty, which are in turn the physical support for “goods of the soul” through the spiritual work
which manifests itself in intrinsic virtue. The “whole is not reducible to the sum of its parts” since lower level
means are not sufficient conditions for higher level ends—physical goods such as health, and spiritual goods such as
virtue require God’s intervention and our cooperation. As the earlier example of the youth running to work
indicated, the divergence between spiritual ends and lower level means is possible because of intentions. Spiritual
results apply ex ante based on the intention, not ex post based on contingencies. This is the opposite of means and
ends on a lower level, which can diverge ex post because of unexpected outcomes, but not ex ante because of
intentions. In fact, lower level means are not even necessary conditions for higher level ends because sincere
intentions play a spiritual role that is independent of outcomes. For example, spiritual goods do not disappear with
the loss of goods of the body when one is sick, and can even increase since one’s sins can be forgiven in sickness (as
long as one has not purposely injured one’s health).
In this sense, choosing between different intentions presupposes hierarchy, the possibility of ex ante
divergence between means and ends on different levels of reality. It is the different intentions implicit in WTP and
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WTA that allows for disparity between them. Whereas WTP is consistent with a spiritual end-point, WTA is not (in
ordinary circumstances). Mono-utility equates WTP and WTA precisely because it denies the possibility of choice
between intentions involving hierarchy, and cannot distinguish between an “act” and an “event.” Neoclassical
theory thereby denies the possibility of ethical choice as such, and this has implications for the possibility of internal
struggle when we turn to the “instrumental question,” and for policy when we turn to the theory of welfare. A
mono-utility framework is therefore sufficient for tastes, but a multiple utility framework is necessary to
accommodate ethical values.
Consequently, neoclassical theory either ignores spiritual ends outright, or handles the possibility of
negative spiritual outcomes “additively,” breaking the means-end relation between them. To see this more clearly,
let us consider two simple examples using a “lexicographic” multiple utility function. In this function, more
spiritual utility is preferable to less, regardless of tradeoffs with lower level goods. A spiritual end could not be
“added in” as a means to another end, and would not be subject to trade with other types of utility. Mono-utility, on
the other hand, requires adding spiritual ends with means into one utility, allowing exchange between them.
However, for the faithful who conform to the Truth, it is unintelligible to sacrifice goods of the soul (spiritual
disutility) for the sake of external goods (material utility), inverting the hierarchy. (For objections related to the case
of the destitute, it is important to note that there is no spiritual disutility even from theft to survive. Islamic law
asserts that the destitute cannot be punished for such actions, just as a drowning man has a right to use another’s
boat.)
Whereas mono-utility is continuous and requires the agent to be indifferent in an exchange of spiritual good
for evil, a lexical utility function is discontinuous, and rules out the possibility of being indifferent in choices
involving spiritual values. This ensures that the “right” choice does not change with desires, and that good and evil
have intrinsic meaning. Thus, the “corner solution” in which homo Islamicus selects only what is spiritually
acceptable is discontinuous and qualitative, and is not contingent upon physical utility. The corner solution of a
mono-utility function, on the other hand, is continuous, quantitative, and contingent—“every man has his price.”
Such indifference is appropriate only for tastes.
Many economists suggest that adding an “infinite negative utility” for evil alternatives solves the problem
of contingency without multiple utilities. However, this additive approach still denies the means-end linkage
between spiritual and other needs, does not properly distinguish an act from an event, and introduces a new problem
because all spiritually negative alternatives would have infinitely negative values, making it impossible to say some
are worse than others. The same applies in the opposite direction—spiritually positive alternatives all have infinitely
positive values. Thus, the attempt to avoid multiple levels of utility either paralyzes choice or makes it arbitrary.
The “infinite negative utility” argument does, however, indicate the incomparability between ontologically different
levels.
Turning to a second example, a lexicographic utility function allows “vertical” spiritual utility to
complement “horizontal” physical utility since both are on different levels simultaneously, whereas mono-utility
necessarily creates conflict between them even when it does not exist. For instance, neoclassical theory suggests
that a spiritually inclined person should allocate his time between needs such as praying and working such that the
marginal utility of time spent in each activity is equal. This would maximize utility since any discrepancy would
mean the individual could increase utility by reallocating his time. The same principle applies to allocating time to
different questions on an exam.
Yet, this approach to a hierarchy of spiritual and other needs is erroneous because vertical spiritual utility
gives meaning to and accompanies horizontal “work utility.” As the Prophet said, a man working to feed his family
is performing an act of worship as if he were praying. Man’s life can be integrated around a sacred center only if
qualitatively different types of utility exist simultaneously, explaining how the sacred is always present without
conflicting with man’s other needs. Lumping spiritual utility and working utility into one utility requires
substitutability between spiritual and other needs, creating tension between them that denies the possibility of
meaning in work. For example, a hypocrite whose objective is to show-off with prayer and work may consider the
trade-off between praying and working, calculating which combination maximizes his egoistic utility. This false
perception of a trade-off is only possible on the basis of an inferior intention not based upon Truth. In this sense,
mono-utility always requires a conflict between the spiritual and physical, even when it does not exist for homo
Islamicus. Indeed, if everything is susceptible to trade in a single utility ranking, any goods such as loyalty and
friendship that simultaneously accompany other needs are counterfeit, for they preclude such internal calculations by
their nature.xxxiii We do not deny that choices must be made on how many prayers to offer, but argue that this choice
does not occur in the way neoclassical theory suggests.
Taken to its logical extreme, the misapplication of the mono-utility solution appropriate to tradeoffs
between means on a single level to ethical choices involving means and ends on multiple levels denies that God is
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the Absolute. If the Absolute is that which requires no further justification, then the idea that spiritual utility is
subject to trade in a mono-utility function is to deny that God is the Sovereign Good “requiring no justification in
terms of a higher good.”xxxiv In short, it is to replace the unity of God with the uniformity of utility as man’s ultimate
end.
This implies that the opposition between pleasure and pain, happiness and unhappiness, or satisfaction and
frustration of desire is absolute and irreducible, whereas the opposition between spiritual good and evil is reducible
to a further quantitative end. This contradicts Islamic principles and denies a rational basis for ethics. Since what
we like or dislike may change, Islam asserts that the opposition between pairs such as pleasure and pain is reducible,
and is only real to the extent that it corresponds to the qualitative opposition between good and evil, not the reverse
(as mono-utility requires). Similarly, a preference to have our desires fulfilled regardless of the intrinsic value of its
objects is not coherent—it denies our preferences authority while “feeding” on them (which we shall return to when
we examine the neoclassical theory of welfare). Thus, the oppositions implied by mono-utility cannot be absolute,
for as the Qur’an asserts, we may like or desire what is bad for us, and dislike or not desire what is good for us.
In fact, every opposition is relative and reducible from a higher point of view according to Islamic
principles except the opposition between the true and false, and spiritual good and evil. No other opposition could
be irreducible because only God Is the Absolute. As Schuon explains:
To be beyond oppositions means: beyond modes and accidents, such as activity and passivity, the dynamic
and the static, hot and cold, white and black; or beyond opposite excesses, such as agitation and indolence, or
violence and weakness; but it cannot mean: beyond the true and false, or good and evil, for in these cases the
second term is a privation of being, if it may be so expressed, and not a mode of manifestation. xxxv

An internal jihad, or “holy exertion,” is necessary because only in the case of spiritual good and evil, truth
and falsehood is it ontologically impossible to integrate this opposition with respect to a higher principle. Only the
desire for the Absolute can be “absolute.”
Thus, a theory of choice based on a hierarchy of utilities accomplishes two things that are necessary to
accommodate Islamic values. First, it disallows the exchange of spiritual disutility for physical utility when such
tradeoffs do exist. Second, it denies the existence of such tradeoffs when they do not exist. Neoclassical monoutility does the exact opposite, first making spiritual utility subject to trade, and then creating tradeoffs even when
they do not exist. The first step implies inferior intentions leading to the second, and ultimately negates the meaning
and significance of choice. While the neoclassical theory of choice may be appropriate for the nafs al-ammarah, or
soul that commands to evil, it is not a theory of choice for homo Islamicus. Nevertheless, most people (including
many economists) believe that neoclassical theory is spiritually neutral because the conditions on complete and
consistent preferences can accommodate values. Perhaps they (wrongly) assume that the third condition on
continuity is a technical detail that does not have any ethical implications.
Consequently, Islamic economic thought never reduced values to tastes with a single model for all types of
choices, denying a rational basis for ethics and contradicting tawhid. Whereas rational preference functions
involving a hierarchy of multiple utilities are appropriate for choices based on ethical values, utility functions are
appropriate only for choices based on tastes.
Unfortunately, the misapplication of neoclassical theory to values is unavoidable because “qualitative”
choices involving values precede “quantitative” choices involving tastes. Since choices involving values relate to
ends, they are unavoidable and logically prior to choices involving tastes. We therefore maintain that utility
preference functions appropriate for tastes are embedded within rational preference functions based on ethical
values. In this sense, there is no such thing as a decision based “only on tastes,” whereas a decision based “only on
values” is possible. Even a hedonist must first choose pleasure as an end before making choices involving tastes.
It is important to note that the preceding criticism of positive neoclassical theory is under conditions of
certainty of economic payoffs. In many situations, what is in our economic interest is not clear, although what is
morally right is. Indeed, a vast literature on the economics of uncertainty and limited human capability to process
information shows that material payoffs are often unclear, and examines how people manage under such
situations.xxxvi Out of four possible combinations of adequate and inadequate information and processing capability,
only the single case of adequate information and adequate processing capability has certain economic payoffs. In all
the other cases, we cannot combine what is spiritually certain with what is materially uncertain, making it even more
important to recognize a spiritual level of utility. Indeed, several authors have shown that under a broad range of
conditions, material gains are necessarily indeterminate, forcing non-instrumental rationality (such as spiritual
values) into economic analysis to yield determinate solutions.xxxvii This indicates a clear role for spiritual principles
to clarify determinate solutions, which the reduction of values to tastes would deny. Thus, the neoclassical
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reduction of values to tastes is even counter-productive in modeling situations of uncertainty and/or limited
information processing capability. Since capital markets are “markets for risk,” this has important implications for
the role of ijtihad in capital markets.
Turning briefly to the last two quadrants of the matrix, it is clear that the “single input” quadrant is selfcontradictory since it asserts that mono-utility can accommodate spiritual ends necessary for integration. The
“single output” quadrant appears more reasonable since it asserts that mono-utility cannot accommodate spiritual
ends. However, it differs from the Islamic quadrant in maintaining that they are unnecessary for integration, and we
shall see that this denies an ontological basis for values by denying their integrating power. This quadrant therefore
collapses back to the neoclassical quadrant. Multiple utilities play a key role in explaining integrated as well as disintegrated preferences, to which we now turn.
B. Spiritual Ends for Integration
Neoclassical theory assumes that egoistic consumerism is the starting point of economic analysis, and that
ethical values are “disturbance terms.” The principle of tawhid in Islamic economics, on the other hand, asserts that
inferior intentions cannot integrate man’s being, and lead to inconsistent preferences. If spiritual principles are
necessary to have an integrated “objective function,” then unethical values are the real “disturbance terms,” whereas
ethical values provide the only fully intelligible base case. In this section, we will examine this argument, and draw
out its implications for the relationship between ethics and economics. We suggest that although choices involving
spiritually neutral tastes may typically be consistent, such integration is not automatic in ethical choices involving
multiple utilities.
In fact, Sen, Boland, Caldwell, and other economists specializing in methodology argue that the
neoclassical assumption of transitive preferences cannot be tested adequately.xxxviii Indeed, the notion that integrated
preferences are possible without spiritual principles contradicts the teachings of all religions, and traditional
philosophy. However, economists often argue for consistent preferences on the basis of “survival of the fittest”—
those with rational preferences will exploit those with irrational preferences until only rational actors remain.xxxix
Yet, Hodgson shows that “survival of the fittest” only applies to firms, and that “it is more difficult to attach such a
notion to the supposedly ‘rational’ consumer, as ‘non-rational’ consumers do not go extinct in the same way. If
‘non-rationality’ simply means inconsistent preferences, there is no obvious reason to assume a ‘rational’ consumer
will have a superior survival value in socioeconomic evolution.”xl
Indeed, there is significant empirical evidence suggesting the pervasiveness of intransitive preferences that
we believe cannot be “explained away.” It is an everyday experience to feel the conflicting forces related to internal
struggle, whether those conflicts be trivial or of great significance. Neoclassical economists are familiar with this
possibility in the political macrocosm where multiple and, therefore, irreducible voters make intransitive choices. In
a path breaking 1954 Econometrica article, Kenneth May first applied this public choice approach within the
individual, presenting evidence from several sources demonstrating that “intransitivity is a natural result of the
necessity of choosing among alternatives according to conflicting criteria.”xli
May first presents the results of an experiment with college students, who were given alternatives for
hypothetical marriage partners with different rankings of intelligence, beauty, and wealth. The results showed that
preferences were often circular, implying a conflict between irreducible criteria. In addition, May cites a Rand study
which shows that circular preferences apply to individual commodities where the components are ranked in certain
conflicting ways.
May points out that “the question is no longer 'Are preferences transitive?', but rather 'Under what
conditions does transitivity fail?'“xlii He explains such circular preferences in terms of qualitatively conflicting
criteria that cannot be integrated without hierarchy. May points out that if there is only one criterion by which to
judge alternatives A, B, and C, then choosing A over B and B over C requires choosing A over C. On the other
hand, if there are multiple criteria, then it is possible to have circular preferences, choosing A over B, B over C, and
C over A instead of A over C. This is the individual analogue to the “Condorcet paradox,” in which there is no
majority preference for an option, leading to circular votes and no decision. Of three voters, two may favor A over
B, two may favor B over C, and two may favor C over A, leading to circular voting. The final choice depends only
on the stopping point, and is therefore “path-dependent.” This is an arbitrary decision, and there is “no law of
caprice.”
Moreover, May notes that the existence of transitive preferences does not prove mono-utility any more than
an election with transitive outcomes is proof that there is only one voter. Transitivity is a logical consequence of the
assumption of a mono-utility function, not a sufficient condition for mono-utility. A rational preference function is
not necessarily a utility preference function. May concludes, “It appears from the discussion that neither cardinal
nor ordinal utility is adequate to deal with choices under all conditions, and that we need a more general theory...”xliii
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Similarly, Kavka argues that individual choice is no less problematic than collective choice.xliv Multiple
passions such as greed, pride, and lust, for example, may compete with one another for control and lead to
intransitive preferences depending upon which passion(s) happen to prevail at the moment. Two passions may favor
A over B, two may favor B over C, and two may favor C over A, leading to circular preferences. Such arbitrary
decisions are typical of the nafs. Another analogy economists are familiar with is a “game without a core,” a
situation in which there is no stable solution among competing players (or passions in this case).
Thus, while indifference curves may exist within a passion, they do not exist across passions. Although the
allocation between alternatives within the budget share of a given passion may be “optimal,” budget shares between
passions can be random or depend on the order of choice. Hence, competing passions violate the requirement for
transitive preferences upon which neoclassical economic theory is built.
From the Islamic perspective, such concerns are well founded. Tawhid asserts that unethical values can be
analyzed in terms of neither rational nor utility preference functions because unethical values lead to inconsistent
preferences. Consequently, a complete theory of choice is not possible for unethical values, although we suggest
that a partial model is possible. In this sense, the “inputs” of unethical values require ignorance, which is not
(necessarily) permanent, and the “outputs” (in terms of consistency) are incoherent. This provides a key to why
Islamic economic thought has emphasized models involving ethical values.
Islam asserts that the only way to establish internal order, therefore, is for the Truth to be the motivating
cause. Only this creates transitive preferences and choices that are not path-dependent, creating a stable “core” in
game theory. Indeed, “vertical” spiritual utility not only simultaneously accompanies other needs for homo
Islamicus, it is the higher force necessary to integrate multiple needs on a lower level. Islam and other religions
assert that two complementary needs such as resting and working can only be truly integrated by a force that is
ontologically higher, not what is ontologically lower. Otherwise, such complements will be rivals that cannot be
harmoniously integrated, and appear to be opposites. As Schumacher explains in a social context:
“Justice without mercy,” said Thomas Aquinas, “is cruelty; mercy without justice is the mother of
dissolution.” … Only a higher force can reconcile these opposites: wisdom. The problem cannot be solved,
but wisdom can transcend it. Similarly, societies need stability and change, tradition and innovation, public
xlv
interest and private interest, planning and laissez-faire, order and freedom, growth and decay.

Because only the highest can integrate everything below it, and one of God’s Names is the Most High (al‘Aliy), tawhid implies that God must be the Object of man’s desires for him to integrate all needs on a lower level.
In this sense, the Islamic theory of choice recognizes that the integration of multiple horizontal needs requires a
vertical complement, involving at least three types of utility, i.e. a vertical spiritual utility based on right intention
that qualitatively integrates two complementary horizontal utilities such as work and rest on a lower level. Indeed, a
qualitative union of complements based on the unity of God is necessary to accommodate Islamic values, not a
quantitative approach based on the uniformity of utility.xlvi It is this vertical force that integrates the whole of man’s
being, and creates an identity based on permanence and stability that is the polar opposite of the neoclassical view of
man as a container of (transient) mono-utility. As Guenon states, “Action, being merely a transitory and momentary
modification of the being, could not possibly carry its principle and sufficient reason within itself; if it does not
depend on a principle outside its contingent domain, it is mere illusion... (change is unintelligible) without a
principle from which it proceeds and which, being its principle, is not subject to it, and is therefore necessarily
unchanging.”xlvii
Consistency of preferences therefore requires hierarchy. Some economists may argue that changing monoutility functions create inconsistent preferences, as if a “whole person” changed preferences. We think a better
analogy is “competing body parts” because unethical values are necessarily fragmented, and incapable of integrating
all aspects of one’s being. Although mono-utility implies unethical values, the continuity applies “vertically,” not
“horizontally.” In other words, unethical values exclude what is ontologically above, and are unable to integrate
what is on the same level, leading to “horizontal” discontinuities. Tastes, on the other hand, do not affect
consistency in and of themselves because they are embedded within choices involving values.
Vertical utility associated with spiritual values therefore explains integrated preferences, whereas
horizontal utilities in the absence of spiritual ends explain dis-integrated preferences. Because the Absolute
provides the ontological basis for integration as well as for values, the “single output” quadrant collapses to the
neoclassical quadrant by denying the ontological basis of integration. In fact, qualitative vertical and horizontal
equilibrium is the organizing principle of Islamic medicine, and we will return to this subject in the next section on
the Islamic theory of welfare (maslaha).xlviii
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Given this equilibrium in which satiable needs are ordered with respect to a spiritual end, the problem of
how to allocate scarce means across insatiable desires, or “constrained optimization,” is no longer relevant. Instead,
“restrained optimization” on how to use resources in conformity with man's spiritual and other needs is relevant.
Frithjof Schuon explains the need for Truth in the integration of man’s intelligence, will, and sentiment as follows:
the good that man is capable of knowing he must also will in so far as this good can be the object of the will;
in addition he must love this good and at the same time the knowledge of it as well as the will towards it; just
as he must will and love the earthly and contingent reflections of this good according to what is required or
permitted by their nature. One cannot devote oneself to knowledge without loving it and willing it, any more
than one can will something without knowing it and loving its realization; and one cannot love without
xlix
knowing an object and without wishing to love it.

Thus, Islam asserts that consistent preferences are only possible when vertical equilibrium creates
horizontal equilibrium. And vertical equilibrium is only possible when man conforms to the Truth with the whole of
his being, leading to spiritual virtue, or “beauty of soul.”l With spiritual virtue comes true happiness, for beauty and
the love of beauty give the soul happiness, and this eliminates an internal tendency for change, for shifting or
increasing desires. Indeed, “sensible beauties are situated outside the soul, and their meeting with it is more or less
accidental; if the soul wishes to be happy in an unconditional and permanent fashion, it must carry the beautiful
within itself.”li Happiness is therefore an effect that constantly accompanies spiritual virtue, and this explains why a
pious man with few means is far happier than an impious man of great wealth. As the Prophet said, “The Muslim in
every situation is happy [bi khayr].” Consequently, the will and sentiment must be integrated in knowledge through
the inner jihad against passion and inertia with Truth as its weapon. In this sense, neoclassical theory neither applies
to those who are struggling with their passions and have intransitive preferences, nor to the saint who is satisfied and
resolves choices both qualitatively and quantitatively (i.e., has a rational preference function based on a hierarchy of
spiritual and other needs).
C. Implications for the Link between Ethics and Economics
Each of the four quadrants discussed in the previous sections implies a different number of models. The
neoclassical approach is the simplest with one model for all types of choices and values. If neoclassical theory is
correct, then egoism is the starting point of economic analysis, and ethical values are disturbance terms. Different
ethical values and types of choices have no impact on theory, and there is no point in raising questions of “right” and
“wrong” if WTA is equal to WTP. Economics is a separate science, and every other theory of choice is either
invalid or a special case of the neoclassical mono-utility model.
The “single input” quadrant that assumes that one model is sufficient for all inputs while asserting that
consistent outputs are based on spiritual values is self-contradictory. It implies that neoclassical theory applies to
saints rather than hedonists, although mono-utility implies unethical rather than ethical values, and horizontal
discontinuities are useful to explain intransitive preferences. Although ethical values are the starting point of
analysis, they are ruled out in advance. Surprisingly, some economists adopt this position.
The “single output” quadrant assuming that hierarchy is necessary for spiritual values, but spiritual values
are not necessary for integration implies different models for inputs, and suggests the same consistency of outputs.
It implies that neoclassical theory is appropriate for hedonists, not for saints, and provides an additional model for
ethical values. We suggest that this quadrant is also self-contradictory because it asserts the ontological basis of
spiritual ends while simultaneously denying the ontological basis of their integrating power.
The Islamic quadrant asserts different types of choices and values, implying different models for inputs,
and different outputs. Not only are unethical values unpredictable from an instrumental point of view, they are
based on ignorance and change with knowledge. Because there is no science of ignorance and unethical values
imply a lack of integration and intelligibility, Islamic economics focuses on models based on ethical values and
substantive rationality without losing sight of deviations from them. Similarly, choices involving values are more
important than and logically prior to choices involving tastes. Ethical deliberation is unavoidable if WTA should
not equal WTP. Consequently, the Islamic theory of choice clearly links ethics with economic theory, and denies
the possibility of economics as a separate science, and that the neoclassical model can be amended to incorporate
spiritual values.
If the Islamic theory of choice is correct, then neoclassical economics is also internally inconsistent because
it combines continuity and consistency for choices involving values. In a sense, neoclassical theory can (partially)
model the inputs of unethical values, and the outputs for ethical values, but not the outputs of unethical values and
inputs for ethical ones. Indeed, neoclassical economics is a special case of Islamic (or other religiously-based)
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economics since the former is appropriate only for tastes (or the nafs), whereas the latter accommodates values as
well.lii
Some neoclassical economists may respond to this critique by arguing that “real” economics does not
examine choices that involve spiritual values. These economists recognize that mono-utility cannot accommodate
spiritual values, and attempt to limit the application of indifference curves to situations in which the alternatives are
qualitatively similar and morally neutral, such as optimally allocating one’s time to questions on an exam to
maximize one’s score. Because a variety of further intentions are consistent with maximizing one’s score on an
exam, such situations accommodate multiple intentions.
While this approach to limiting the use of indifference curves is spiritually neutral in some cases, it suffers
from the fact that these situations are too few to cover essential economic choices since spiritual considerations
appear everywhere. For example, how much wealth one strives for is a spiritual choice, as is the nature of economic
institutions in traditional Islamic civilization, for nothing is profane. Without explaining the “budget constraint” and
other endogenous variables (including institutions because they also have a spiritual role), economic theory is fatally
incomplete, abstracting from the essence of the problem it seeks to solve. Whereas constraints imposed by nature do
not pose a challenge to neoclassical theory, endogenous constraints do.liii
Even if we take such constraints as given, and apply indifference curves only to needs such as food and
clothes, this does not eliminate the problem of spiritual neutrality. When one is directing needs to support the
spiritual life, food and clothes are not substitutes and indifference curves do not exist—one cannot wear food or eat
clothes. They can only be viewed as substitutes towards a single intention such as pleasure if the nafs is in control,
in which case preferences can be unstable and indifference curves non-existent. Indeed, economists who recognize
that indifference curves do not exist for spiritual needs must justify why they should exist between other
qualitatively different needs.
Hence, mono-utility forces a choice between spiritual neutrality and logical completeness. We can either
apply the neoclassical theory of choice in a spiritually neutral way, leaving essential economic questions
unanswered and the theory incomplete; or we can attempt to provide answers to essential questions by reducing
values to tastes, which is not spiritually neutral, and is incorrect because unstable preferences cannot provide a base
case for analysis. The only alternative is to adopt a broader theory of choice that does not reduce values to tastes,
and accommodates the ontological basis of spiritual values and their integrating function.liv
Islamic economics therefore recognizes the need for ethics in economic theory, providing an approach that
is spiritually neutral and logically complete—it recognizes God rather than utility as the Absolute, and that there is
no horizontal equilibrium without vertical equilibrium. Only the nafs conflates values and tastes, ignoring the
reasons for “preferences” because of insatiable passions. Neoclassical theory is therefore incapable of analyzing
Islamic contracts and financial markets based on a hierarchy of spiritual and other needs, leading to normative errors
to which we now turn.
IV. MASLAHA AND THE NEOCLASSICAL THEORY OF WELFARE
Maslaha is the Islamic word for welfare, and implies a hierarchy of utilities consistent with tawhid. It is
derived from the root word salaha, which means that something has become pure, correct, and right. The Qur’an
refers to Prophets as the salihun, those who are pure and righteous in the way of God. There is no divergence
between the “right” and the “good” from the Islamic point of view. Thus, maslaha implies what is in the spiritual,
psychological, and material interests of man, and combines right intention with right action. Indeed, numerous
classical scholars in the philosophy of Islamic law such as Ghazzali and Shatibi have advanced elegant frameworks
explaining this hierarchy.lv Although a comparative analysis of their views is beyond the scope of this study, it is
sufficient for the present purpose to note that a hierarchy of spiritual and other needs is common to them all.
The neoclassical theory of welfare claims to be formal (utility is defined as satisfaction of desire) rather
than substantive, and able to accommodate the Islamic view of maslaha. However, just as the formal neoclassical
theory of choice is unable to incorporate Islamic values, the neoclassical theory of welfare is unable to incorporate
maslaha because the former negates a hierarchy of needs. We shall see that the neoclassical theory of welfare
includes satisfaction of desire based on false beliefs or happiness based on illusion, and excludes Islamic criteria for
welfare. This contradicts the Islamic view of welfare, which requires that the satisfaction of desires be based on true
beliefs and happiness be based on reality to count towards well-being. The “truth requirement” is consistent with a
hierarchy of spiritual and other needs, whereas the neoclassical approach to welfare subordinates truth to utility and
thereby reduces values to tastes. The neoclassical view is therefore consistent only with mono-utility, and applies a
single approach to both values and tastes.
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Similarly, the neoclassical theory of welfare denies the need for spiritual principles in the integration of
man. Indeed, neoclassical efficiency claims for “freedom of contract” and “complete markets” often lead to policies
that deny spiritual constraints and contradict spiritual ends. We critique such arguments on “maximizing efficiency”
that depend on consistent preferences based on true beliefs, which may be easy for tastes, but not for values. Indeed,
inconsistent preferences imply that there is no goal that is the object of efficiency, and untrue beliefs undermine the
worthiness of the goal. We maintain that “freedom of contract” and “complete markets” can even promote
inconsistent preferences or untrue beliefs, particularly under conditions of uncertainty.
As we did for the neoclassical theory of choice, we first examine the reduction of values to tastes, or the
“hierarchy question,” in the neoclassical theory of welfare before turning to efficiency arguments related to the
“instrumental question.” We suggest that the neoclassical approach to welfare erroneously links unethical
preferences to welfare by subordinating truth to utility on the hierarchy question, thereby denying a rational basis for
ethics. We also suggest that the neoclassical theory of welfare erroneously links preferences based on unethical
values to choice by assuming that unethical values are integrated on the instrumental question. By attempting to link
choice, preference, and welfare in this highly questionable manner, the neoclassical theory of welfare draws the
wrong efficiency implications for choices involving values. We conclude by arguing for the application of Islamic
principles to the capital market to reestablish the link between choice, preference, and welfare.
A. Hierarchy and “Truth” in Definitions of Utility
Before proceeding to the question of hierarchy, it is necessary to define two alternative neoclassical
approaches to welfare. The original neoclassical view of welfare in the early decades of this century was
substantive, defining utility as happiness or pleasure. Hausman points out that even today, “Economists often slide
from talking about utility to talking about happiness. Economists often talk about individuals ‘seeking’ utility,
which makes no sense if utility is just a measure of the extent to which preferences are satisfied.”lvi Hausman
asserts that economists do not take the current formal definition of welfare as satisfaction of preferences literally,
and “believe that the best way to implement a social policy that aims to make people happy is to satisfy
preferences.”lvii Thus, economists often have in mind a substantive account of welfare rather than a formal account.
Indeed, talk of “moving to the highest indifference curve” makes “the temptation to equate utility and welfare…
seemingly irresistible.”lviii
It is therefore necessary to critique the neoclassical theory of welfare both for utility as a “mental state”
(substantively as pleasure or happiness) and as a “state of the world” (formally as satisfaction of desire).lix Each
account has weaknesses that philosophers on opposing sides have accurately pointed out, and their criticisms are
instructive. As Guenon notes, “the contentions of philosophers are often much more justifiable when they are
arguing against other philosophers than when they pass on to expound their own views, and as each one sees fairly
clearly the defects of the others, they more or less destroy one another mutually.”lx
Moving first to the pleasure or happiness account of utility, Griffin criticizes the theory because it does not
distinguish between “the mental states involved in believing something that really is true and a successful
deception.”lxi According to this theory, actually realizing the meaning of existence and being fully deluded that one
has done so can be the same. Griffin uses the example that “if a father wants his children to be happy, what he
wants, what is valuable to him, is a state of the world, not a state of his mind; merely to delude him into thinking
that his children flourish, therefore, does not give him what he values.”lxii The mental state account clearly
subordinates Truth to utility and is therefore inconsistent with maslaha, admitting happiness that is false because the
object of happiness does not exist. As Griffin argues, “Bentham, Mill, and Sidgewick all saw utility as having to
enter our experience. But we desire things other than states of mind; I might sometimes prefer, say, bitter truth to
comforting delusion.”lxiii
The satisfaction of desire definition of utility partially corrects the mental state account by requiring that
the object of desire actually exist to count towards utility. However, the satisfaction of desire account is still
subjective because desirability defines goodness rather than goodness defining desirability. If people’s preferences
are based upon false beliefs, the satisfaction of desire account of welfare requires that they be fulfilled. As Hausman
argues, “The only consistent ways out of this impasse are either to follow peoples preferences, even if they depend
upon beliefs that are false and unreasonable, or to employ some substantive theory of welfare.”lxiv Thus, although the
formal account “severs the link between ‘fulfillment of desire’ and the requirement that the person in some way
experience its fulfillment,” it does not rule out egoistic or illusory desires, just like the mental state account.lxv
Truth is still subordinate to utility.
Moreover, the desire account cannot explain which preference to fulfill when preferences change without
relying upon a mental state account. If we should not fulfill past preferences because they do not satisfy the person,
then we are back to a substantive view of welfare. As Hausman points out, “If one says that satisfying past desires
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does not count, because giving people what they no longer want brings them no “satisfaction,” then one has shifted
from a preference-satisfaction model to a mental-state theory of welfare.”lxvi
Thus, both the mental state and satisfaction of desire accounts of utility subordinate Truth to utility, and
justify the sacrifice of spiritual and other needs for false happiness based on inferior intentions. This reduction of
values to tastes is consistent only with mono-utility, and excludes a “truth requirement” consistent with a hierarchy
of spiritual and other needs. Only in the case of spiritually neutral tastes is either neoclassical approach compatible
with maslaha, for tastes do not involve the same questions of truth and falsehood as values. Since mono-utility
negates the distinction between the two, economists often misapply the neoclassical theory of welfare to choices
involving values. The result is a theory of welfare of the nafs, not the spiritual welfare of homo Islamicus, and we
shall see in the next section how subordinating Truth to utility denies the possibility of virtue. Although some
philosophers have attempted to modify state of mind accounts with “qualitative hedonism” and state of world
accounts with “informed desires,” such modifications do not adequately distinguish between values and tastes from
the Islamic point of view, and are still theories of morality that ultimately subordinate Truth to utility. Indeed, there
is no possibility of avoiding philosophical problems in state of mind or state of the world accounts of utility that
neglect man’s spiritual needs.lxvii
B. Consistency, Efficiency, and Welfare
Instrumental rationality links preferences and choice, and the neoclassical theory of welfare assumes an
automatic link between preference and welfare because of the subordination of Truth to utility in its subjective
approach. With preference as the link equating welfare maximization with choices, neoclassical economists argue
that voluntary transactions must be in the welfare of both the buyer and seller because otherwise they would not be
willing to exchange. Consequently, any restrictions on voluntary transactions will decrease utility. According to
this view, laws should not reduce the choices available to consumers or producers in the absence of “market
imperfections” (such as “asymmetric information” in which information imbalances lead to exploitation, or
“negative externalities” which harm third parties). Economists therefore argue in favor of “freedom of contract” and
“complete markets” regardless of whether values or tastes are involved. Economists claim that any restrictions
violate Pareto optimality and reduce economic efficiency because two people can be made better off without anyone
being made worse off. By reducing values to tastes and denying intrinsic “good” and “evil,” there is no need for
ethical discussion in “technical” economic policy.
But this argument for the efficiency of “freedom of contract” and “complete markets” applies only when
preferences are linked to both welfare and choice. Without true beliefs linking preferences to welfare, efficiency is
misdirected and no longer normatively relevant. And without self-consistent preferences linking preferences to
choice, there is no goal as the object of efficiency. Since tawhid implies that unethical values violate both of these
conditions, we argue that neoclassical economics draws the wrong efficiency implications for ethical constraints.
Efficiency claims for policies that create such inconsistent preferences are therefore meaningless. While
such claims may be appropriate for tastes under specific conditions, the blanket application of these policies is
unintelligible, leading the individual to internal disintegration and the community into social chaos in the name of
utility maximization. Hausman concludes, “It seems that those who are benevolent need to consider not just
preferences, but the origins of preferences or the justifiability of preferences.”lxviii
This problem is particularly important when policies and institutions affect preferences systematically, as
occurs in development and environmental policies. “Assessments of policy must then depend in part on one’s views
concerning which preferences to promote or concerning which institutions provide a suitable framework within
which desirable preferences will develop.”lxix While changes in tastes may be neither good nor evil and unrelated to
changes in welfare, changes in values are. If freedom of contract and complete markets change values, then such
policies can establish, maintain, or break the link between preferences and welfare. Because neoclassical monoutility cannot support the distinction between values and tastes and denies the existence of intrinsic “good” and
“evil,” the question cannot even be raised.
Consequently, arguments for freedom of contract and complete markets can be misapplied, replacing the
Unity of Truth with the uniformity of utility. This leads to unhappiness and an ugliness of soul that makes man
insatiable (which neoclassical theory then adopts as an axiom).
The divergence between welfare, preference, and choice is particularly clear in the case of “weakness of
will,” the problem of wanting to be moved by one desire and not by another, but “losing.” One knows what one
“should” do for one’s welfare, but fails to act accordingly, or does so inconsistently. There is no weakness of will
when it comes to tastes, for there is a “pre-existent motivation, not subject to criticism, unaffected by
understanding.”lxx A preference for apples to pears is not a subject of ethical dispute, and the connection between
choice and welfare is clear—“there is no arguing over tastes.” Such desires are “first-order preferences.” Second© 2011 The President and Fellows of Harvard College. All rights reserved.
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order preferences such as, “I should desire a pear instead of an apple” do not apply to tastes. In such cases, what we
feel is “good” determines what is “right.”
On the other hand, when economic choices depend on values rather than tastes, what is right does not
depend simply on what we feel is good. Weakness of will applies, and the link between choice and welfare can be
broken. Unlike tastes, values involve second-order preferences, judgements about what our preferences should be
that imply a hierarchy of utilities. This involves a judgement that one first-order desire is “good” whereas another is
“evil,” such as abstaining from or using drugs, respectively. Because these ends are qualitatively different and
irreducibly opposed, there is a real internal struggle. Weakness of will therefore depends on whether “the desire by
which… [a man] is moved is either the will he wants or a will he wants to be without.”lxxi It is in this sense that a
man may not always have the will he wants. This is not a question to do as one pleases. An unwilling addict, for
example, is free to act but does not exercise freedom of will in the sense of having the will he wants.
Thus, weakness of will is the result of passions from the sentiment overcoming the intelligence—an
inferior first-order preference based on falsehood overcomes a second-order preference based on Truth. Weakness
of will highlights errors in the equation between choice and welfare based on mono-utility. Indeed, weakness of will
does not exist in a mono-utility function because all qualitative conflict is negated by a continuous, quantitative
measure. A lexicographic utility function, on the other hand, is discontinuous and can accommodate the qualitative
conflict inherent in weakness of will, suggesting the need for Sacred Law.
Although some secular philosophers argue that Truth is not necessary to form second-order preferences, the
conflict is irreducible only when one competing desire is based on Truth and another on falsehood. From the
Islamic point of view, competition between two sentimental desires based on falsehood denies the possibility of a
valid second-order preference, disqualifying this as an authentic case of weakness of will. Indeed, this is consistent
with the neoclassical neglect of second-order preferences because of the reduction of values to tastes. A hierarchy
of utilities is necessary for second-order preferences to exist.
It is also significant to note that Sen and others have shown that the neoclassical equation between choice,
preferences, and welfare cannot logically apply to the formal definition of utility as satisfaction of desire.lxxii Sen
argues that, “Preference (as satisfaction of desire) can be defined in such a way as to preserve its correspondence
with choice, or defined so as to keep it in line with welfare as seen by the person in question, but it is not possible in
general to guarantee both simultaneously.”lxxiii
The problem is that preference can be used in two ways: a
behavioral sense in which what we prefer is what we choose (for any reason), and an attitudinal sense in which what
we prefer is what we like best or find most agreeable. Sumner points out that the behavioral sense can be linked to
choice, and the attitudinal sense be linked with welfare, but preference “cannot, except by equivocation, be linked
with both at once.”lxxiv Preference cannot, therefore, serve as the middle term equating choice and welfare as
satisfaction of desire, and normative economics trades on the ambiguity. Although this argument is limited to the
formal account of utility, it points out that many economists actually rely on a mental state account to make
efficiency claims.
C. Linking Preferences, Welfare, and Choice: Islamic Principles and the Capital Market
Tawhid implies that reestablishing the link between preferences, welfare, and choice requires the
application of spiritual principles to public policy. Because the link between preference and welfare can be easily
broken by inferior intentions, Islam rejects the secular neoclassical approach espousing unqualified voluntary
exchange. As Islamic medicine asserts, vertical equilibrium in which the body is subordinate to the soul, and the
soul is subordinate to the spirit is necessary for the maslaha of homo Islamicus. The origin and justification of
preferences must therefore be considered because false happiness destroys vertical equilibrium and breaks the link
between preference and welfare, taking man away from God rather than aiding the integration of life around a
Sacred Center. Indeed, “Every bliss ‘is’ in some manner Bliss as such, however morbid the individual
circumstances. The diabolical illusion could not reside in the positive nature of the facts; it is by detaching symbols
from God, that is, by turning them aside, not from their nature or their content but from their positive function in
relation to us, that the devil makes them illusory and satanic.”lxxv Islam therefore establishes policies to limit false
happiness and establish the link between preference and welfare, fulfilling the spiritual needs of homo Islamicus that
give meaning to all other needs.
Similarly, spiritual ends create the linkage between preferences and choice by integrating preferences. In
Islam, the Divine Law gives homo Islamicus the ultimate freedom of will by making it possible for him to integrate
all of life around a Sacred Center. In this way, man “avoids many unseen catastrophes and assures himself a life of
wholeness and meaning.”lxxvi While some may object that accepting the Divine Law completely destroys human
initiative, this criticism “fails to understand the inner workings of the Divine Law.”lxxvii Indeed, the Law places
many paths before man which he chooses from according to his nature and needs. “Initiative does not come only in
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rebelling against the Truth which is an easy task since stones fall by nature; initiative and creativity come most of all
in seeking to live in conformity with the Truth and in applying its principles to the conditions which destiny has
placed before man.lxxviii By eliminating certain negative possibilities and influencing the order of choices man faces,
the Divine Law helps man in his struggle with his nafs to have the will he wants and make the right choices in the
face of path-dependent preferences discussed in the previous section.
We suggest that there are three Islamic principles for ijtihad related to the maqasid of the Shari‘ah to
establish a hierarchy of spiritual and other needs that link preference, welfare, and choice. The first principle is
tawhid, the Truth that God is the Absolute and the necessary starting point of any Islamic analysis. The second
principle is tazkiya, or purification of man and society from evil. The third principle is ‘umran, or the building of
civilization for the accomplishment of good. We suggest that these principles are “robust” for deriving Islamic law.
The principles form a complete and consistent set, and all three are interdependent and necessary in a truly
Islamic society, leading to the realization of man as both ‘abd Allah and khalifat Allah fi’l ard.lxxix Indeed, the
principles combine right action with right intention to integrate the whole of life around a Sacred Center. For
example, knowing the Truth that God Is the Absolute requires the elimination of evil and the accomplishment of the
good; it would be hypocritical to know the Truth without applying it to purify oneself and society from evil and
neglecting real needs in building civilization for the accomplishment of the good. Similarly, purification from evil is
not possible without knowledge of the Truth and the existence of an Islamic civilization is crucial in assisting the
individual to recognize and conform to the Truth. Finally, building civilization to accomplish the good is not
possible unless it is based upon Truth and is the reflection of pure intentions rather than greed.
The application of essential Islamic principles to derive an Islamic economy has been attempted by some
contemporary economists like Syed Naqvi using an “axiomatic” approach.lxxx However, his approach to Islamic
economics leaves open the question of the reduction of Islamic economics to a “special case” of neoclassical
economics, and the possibility of an “integrated objective function” without spiritual principles. Moreover, we
suggest that fuqaha’ can use other principles that match their technical vocabulary more easily to derive Islamic law.
The importance of these concerns for avoiding taqlid and erroneous attempts to integrate an Islamic theory of
welfare with a secular theory of choice should be clear by now.lxxxi
In any case, we suggest a methodology to integrate ethics and economics based on a hierarchy of spiritual
and other needs established by the three essential principles of tawhid, tazkiyah, and ‘umran. All three principles
have important implications for the Islamic view of wealth, and by extension, the role of capital markets in an
Islamic society. Indeed, Naqvi, Chapra, Choudhury, and others have clearly drawn out the implications of various
Islamic principles in their own research to provide specific policy recommendations.lxxxii Because we do not wish to
make specific recommendations in this paper, and prefer to focus on the framework for linking ethics and
economics, we limit ourselves to drawing general implications from the three principles. They are shared by the
vast majority of scholars in the field, and will be useful in responding to objections raised by neoclassical
economists that we will consider shortly.
Applied to wealth, the Truth that God is the Absolute requires that man recognize that wealth is a means
which serves his spiritual interests, not an end in and of itself. This implies that material development (e.g.
commercial transactions, industrialization, pursuance of profit, and maximizing benefits, etc…) can and should
easily fit within an Islamic framework based on tawhid. No dichotomy between material and spiritual should ever
arise in such a tawhidi paradigm. If the Absolute is that which requires no further justification, then the first
principle excludes the possibility of money or anything else being viewed as a self-sufficient end. Only God is the
Sovereign Good “requiring no justification in terms of a higher good.”lxxxiii This establishes hierarchy for
consistency, and a scale by which to assess welfare.
The second principle, tazkiyah, requires that man’s will and sentiment be pure, willing and loving all things
for God. This requires that man must be grateful to God for his rizq (provisions) viewing nature as an ayah of
Allah, and that he must be generous in his dealings with others. Indeed, zakat is based on the same root as tazkiyah,
showing how generosity is intimately connected with purity. Purity requires that the sentiment should be objective
in loving all things in their Divine context. It would be illogical and against Truth for homo Islamicus to will or love
things outside their Divine Cause, for that would constitute the sin of idolatry and is “to hate indirectly the Cause
from which all perfection and all love derive.”lxxxiv This helps integrate man’s preferences, and ensure they promote
his welfare.
Having said that we must always remember that tazkiyah cannot be achieved in a social vacuum, and an
individual Muslim who seeks to purify himself has to do that within a society. He has to associate with others, get
involved in activities and become engaged in the unceasing process of amr bi’l ma’ruf and nahi an al munkar
(enjoining the good and forbidding what is wrong). It is only through such engagement that a Muslim can attain his
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personal tazkiyah, and it goes without saying that tazkiyah in this sense is the cornerstone in the process of social
and economic development, which is often referred to as ‘umran.
The third principle requires that man accomplish the good in building civilization. This requires that man
should not waste his God-given talents and resources, neither under-utilizing them, neglecting to fulfill his real
needs, nor exploiting them in the service of greed rather than God. In accomplishing the good, the third principle
requires man to be vigilant and not slothful, building wealth and civilization to fulfill real spiritual and other needs
and not abuse them. This provides the external support to promote integrated preferences in the face of pathdependent outcomes.
These three principles, therefore, show that Islam recognizes the importance of wealth in a hierarchy of
spiritual and other needs, or masalih of man. As mentioned earlier, the Islamic economic hierarchy recognizes that
“external goods” such as wealth are means to “goods of the body” such as health and beauty, which are in turn the
physical support for “goods of the soul” through the spiritual work which manifests itself in intrinsic virtue. The
Islamic principles of tawhid, tazkiyah, and ‘umran regulate this hierarchy and integrate man’s spiritual and other
needs into a meaningful whole, realizing and implementing the shahadahtayn (the fundamental witnesses of faith).
In this sense, Islamic economics recognizes the possibility that man can be motivated by the Truth or God rather
than pleasure or happiness.
Islam, therefore, clearly recognizes the role of capital markets in raising funds for companies and projects
that help the community fulfill its physical and other needs while providing necessary liquidity. But the operation of
the capital market cannot betray the purpose of its existence that is determined by these three essential Islamic
principles. Islamic values must be in the marketplace as well as the mosque, for God Is the Witness to all contracts.
Therefore, companies and investors must use resources ethically in a way that is consistent with these principles,
raising many questions on how the capital market can be used as a means to wealth or development that supports the
spiritual ends of society. Such questions cannot even be properly raised within the neoclassical theories of choice
and welfare, let alone answered. But these questions require answers because freedom is not an unconditional right,
but is the result of fulfilling one’s responsibilities. It is self-contradictory to argue that human dignity gives
unlimited rights to the basest of men, allowing them to destroy what makes up man’s real dignity, his attachment to
God.
Sometimes Muslim leaders have to make decisions that serve the maslaha of the umma. This maslaha has
to be a true and necessary one that does not contradict the internal Shari‘ah system. Some jurists were skeptical
about this process of istislah that is not directly stemming from the text and insisted on their demand for evidence.
Other jurists replied that evidence here is uncountable (kharijah ‘an al hasr). Istislah is not based on single Quranic
verse or a Prophetic saying. Rather, it is based on the entire philosophy behind the Islamic legal system—which is
maintaining the maslaha of human beings. Moreover, we argue that legal rulings based on a “micro fiqh” approach
may select the wrong ‘illa , or occasional cause, and be inappropriate for changed economic circumstances. Fatawa
based on superficial similarities between past and present exchanges may declare what is harmful to be right, or
vice-versa. This violates the three principles (al-qiyam al-hakima) dictated by the Shari‘ah.
As mentioned earlier, neoclassical economists and some Muslim modernists equate choice with welfare,
and often object to the application of Islamic law in economic policy. Yet, scholars of the principles of Islamic
jurisprudence (usul al-fiqh) have maintained that choice does not necessarily equate with welfare, and arguments
based on what is relative (such as mono-utility) are not valid against arguments based on what is absolute, namely,
God’s Will in terms of Sacred Law. Indeed, Islam asserts that there is no divergence between the right and the
good, and that the Sacred Law defines maslaha.
Some modernists respond that the Qur’an instructs man to think about what is in his best interests
(maslaha) without referring to Revelation. This argument is absurd because the Qur’an commands man to think
about his interests with an intelligence which is pure (salim), and this is only possible if one follows the Shari‘ah.
When passionate desires control man and he breaks the Shari‘ah, his intelligence alone is not sufficient for him to
determine what is in his best interests. While the intelligence must implement values, it cannot contradict the values
contained in Revelation. In short, erroneous arguments that contradict the absolute based on the relative make the
relative absolute. Without absolute and eternal standards, there is no basis upon which to evaluate either utility or
changes in time.
Other modernists argue that the Shari‘ah is relative, and that neoclassical economics is a helpful new
source of law. However, the fact that some parts of Islamic law are relative cannot be used to argue that all parts are
relative, and that neoclassical economics should be the new basis of usul al-fiqh. This erroneous argument implies
that everything is relative, which itself is self-contradictory. One scholar answers this absurd proposition in the
following manner:
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Relativism sets out to reduce every element of absoluteness to a relativity, while making a quite illogical
exception in favor of this reduction itself. In effect, relativism consists in declaring it to be true that there is
no such thing as truth, or in declaring it to be absolutely true that nothing but the relatively true exists; one
might just as well say that language does not exist, or write that there is no such things as writing. In short,
every idea is reduced to a relativity of some sort, whether psychological, historical, or social; but the assertion
nullifies itself by the fact that it too presents itself as a psychological, historical, or social relativity. The
assertion nullifies itself if it is true, and by nullifying itself logically proves thereby that it is false; its initial
absurdity lies in the implicit claim to be unique in escaping, as if by enchantment, from a relativity that is
lxxxv
declared alone to be possible.

Thus, Muslim jurists do not accept secular utilitarianism as a basis for defining maslaha, and one cannot
contradict the absolute on the basis of the relative. Contemporary scholars such as Muhammad Sa‘id Ramadan alButi have correctly argued that secular utilitarian philosophy, of which economics is the central application,
represents nothing short of an attempt to destroy Islam.lxxxvi Indeed, those who favor taqlid with a fatwa based on
confusing maslaha with utility invert the three Islamic principles.
We suggest that the interdependence between the aqli sciences in the Islamic intellectual heritage prevented
the development of a theory of welfare based on mono-utility. By drawing the consequences of tawhid, Muslim
intellectuals articulated an ontological and epistemological basis for reading the sacred message of creation, and
offered intellectual support for ethical values and constraints. Hierarchy in both the “knowing” subject and “known”
object prevented the reduction of values to tastes, and asserted the role of spiritual principles in creating order in
man and nature.lxxxvii The Islamic intellectual sciences thereby revealed a universe filled with meaning.
V. CONCLUSION
Hence, the link between ethics and economics depends on whether values cannot be conflated with tastes,
and whether spiritual values are necessary for integrated preferences. Islamic economics affirms both according to
the doctrine of tawhid, whereas neoclassical economics denies both. The result is that the Islamic economic theories
of choice and welfare accommodate a hierarchy of spiritual and other needs as the baseline case for analysis, and do
not negate questions of meaning, intrinsic “good” and “evil,” and their relationship to instrumental rationality.
Neoclassical economics, on the other hand, denies such concerns in favor of consumerism as a baseline case for
analysis with ethical values as “disturbance terms,” thereby reducing values to a single level of utility appropriate
for tastes, and positioning economics as a “separate science.” We suggest that the misapplication of neoclassical
economics to choices involving values inverts spiritual principles, and denies moral agency and a rational basis for
ethics.
Moreover, we suggest that the attempt to combine an Islamic theory of welfare based on ijtihad with the
neoclassical theory of choice based on mono-utility is self-contradictory. The latter denies the need for ethical
judgements and constraints. A theory of choice must be in the same “quadrant” as a theory of welfare to result in
coherent economic policy. By combining an economic theory of choice that accommodates substantive rationality
with a corresponding theory of welfare, we propose a framework to link ethics and economics in an Islamic capital
market.
Consequently, we must avoid two types of danger to ensure “all-things-considered” judgements with both
the theories of choice and welfare in the “Islamic quadrant.” The first is taqlid, or blind imitation, of past Islamic
legal opinions, and the second is taqlid of current secular economic fallacies. We suggest that the latter is even
more dangerous than the former, and that contemporary Muslim scholars must have an accurate understanding of
both ijtihad and Islamic economics on which to base policy on capital markets. We therefore urge the recovery of
the Islamic economic intellectual heritage, the lack of understanding of which accounts for the frustrated attempts to
create an Islamic economic system in spite of the knowledge of fiqh. A correct understanding of both disciplines
must be achieved through applying three essential Islamic principles: tawhid, the Truth that God is the Absolute;
tazkiyah, the purification of man and society from evil; and ‘umran, the building of civilization for the
accomplishment of good.
If the current ijtihad fails to apply essential Islamic principles today, the umma will certainly face a more
perilous situation in the future, for nothing useful can be accomplished without the Truth. Indeed, the most
important cause of our current economic problems is lack of wisdom. Consequently, we do not know how to
properly use the resources that God has blessed us with. The secular economist’s argument that scarcity is necessary
because everyone must have insatiable desires is a myth which the West has propagated. God’s justice must be the
source of our guidance, for wealth is God’s wealth, humanity is God’s creation, we are His vicegerents, and we must
fulfill our duty to Him. God says the Truth, and may He guide us.
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